
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of strategy & implementation.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for strategy & implementation

Deliver on defined Deployment Strategy service offerings
Works under the direction of of the Strategy Implementation Directors to
drive forward a specific project
Partner with Business Partners and Learning Consultants (LC) and Learning
Solutions Managers (LSM) to gain an understanding enterprise wide planned
and emerging training needs and the recommended learning solutions to
meet the needs
Develop and manage the end to end procurement and purchasing process as
related to HR Strategy training solutions
Partner with Business Partners and Learning Solution Managers (LSMs) across
portfolios to identify annual training needs in HQ and Field locations
Develop and implementation and communication plans including marketing,
communication and branding strategy to ensure awareness of T&D courses,
programs and assessments
Partner with Learning Consultants (LC) and Learning Solutions Managers
(LSM) to gain an understanding of enterprise wide planned and emerging
training needs and the recommended learning solutions to meet the needs
Partner with Learning Solution Managers (LSMs) across portfolios to identify
annual training needs in HQ and Field locations
Develop and implement marketing, communication and branding strategy to
ensure awareness of T&D courses, programs and assessments

Example of Strategy & Implementation Job
Description
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of the budget coding system in PNG and consistency with the objectives of
the assignment

Qualifications for strategy & implementation

Strong communication skills for creating strategic plans from complex
information
Director-level experience working in the marketing and creative field for
organizations with a strongly established brand
Relevant educational background with a university degree in linguistics, social
sciences, development or any other related field
Minimum 1 year experience with translations for UN and/or government
agencies
Knowledge of technical terms related to traffic investigation is an advantage
5 years’ experience in a training operations role


